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Abstract: We report the electro-optic sampling (EOS) response and the terahertz (THz) optical
rectification (OR) of the z-cut α-quartz. Due to its small effective second-order nonlinearity, large
transparency window and hardness, freestanding thin quartz plates can faithfully measure the
waveform of intense THz pulses with MV/cm electric-field strength. We show that both its OR
and EOS responses are broad with extension up to ∼8 THz. Strikingly, the latter responses are
independent of the crystal thickness, a plausible indication of dominant surface contribution to
the total second-order nonlinear susceptibility of quartz at THz frequencies. Our study introduces
the crystalline quartz as a reliable THz electro-optic medium for high field THz detection, and
characterize its emission as a common substrate.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

Electromagnetic radiation with energies in meV range, known as terahertz (THz) radiation is
highly relevant for basic science and for diverse technological applications [1–5]. Weak THz
waves are typically used for probing and interrogating the low-energy resonances of matter,
including rotations and vibrations of molecules [6–10], intraband transitions [11] and charge
transport mechanisms [12–14] in semiconductors, energy gaps in superconductors [15,16],
collective intermolecular dynamics of liquids [17,18] and biological systems such as DNA [19],
proteins [20] and other bio-relevant systems [21–24].

There is also a growing interest to use intense THz pulses for nonlinear spectroscopy [25–28]
and for the control of physical properties of matter [12,29–32]. Thanks to the advances in THz
technology, short THz pulses with a few MV/cm electric field strength and more than 1 Tesla
magnetic-field are routinely available from table-top sources [31,33]. Although, the race in
this field on introducing the novel media with high efficiency in converting the optical pump
power into THz radiation [34–37], an opposite route has to be taken for coherent detection and
characterization of intense THz pulses.

To measure the waveform of THz pulses one typically employs electro-optic sampling (EOS)
[38–40], an approach based on the Pockels effect for characterizing the waveform of THz pulses
with high temporal resolution. However, strong THz fields easily saturate EOS signals in
conventional electro-optic media. To avoid this, one needs to reduce the THz field power by
introducing additional optics e.g., polarizers or multiple silicon plates [41]. Alternatively, one
can use electro-optic media whose nonlinearities are small enough to sustain THz electric fields
in MV/cm regime without saturating the measured signals.

In this quest, we study the EOS response as well as the optical rectification (OR) signal of
z-cut α-quartz (hereafter simply called quartz). The trigonal lattice structure of quartz lacks
centrosymmetry [42,43], thereby one may resolve its EOS and OR responses [44]. Notably, the
quartz’s second order nonlinearity depicted in its effective second-order susceptibility deff ≈ 1
pm/V is about two orders of magnitude smaller than that of ZnTe (deff = 68.5 pm/V) [45], a
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commonly used nonlinear medium for THz generation and its coherent detection [46]. Quartz
also has a large indirect electronic band gap, 5.7 eV, accompanied by a large transparency window,
ranging from λ≈3.5 µm to λ≈200 nm and also it is transparent at the THz frequency range [47].
In addition, quartz is a hard crystalline material with high optical damage threshold, which makes
it an excellent candidate for preparing freestanding ultra-thin EOS media.

In this contribution we introduce ultra-thin quartz plates as excellent EO media for resolving
the waveform of intense THz electric fields, faithfully. Moreover, as quartz is often used as the
substrate in THz emission experiments [48,49], we have characterized its THz emission.

The details of our experimental setup is given elsewhere [27,33]. Briefly, as schematically
shown in Fig. 1, quartz plates with different thicknesses are used both as the THz emitter and
also electro-optic medium. In Fig. 1(a) quartz plates with different thicknesses are used as EO
media. The intense THz pulses are generated either via optical rectification in a Lithium Niobate
(LiNbO3, LN) crystal, using the pulse tilting approach [41,50], or using a large-scale spintronic
THz emitter (STE) [34,51]. The LN THz pulse peaks at ∼1THz, with bandwidth of about ∼1.5
THz and more than 2 MV/cm electric-field strength. The STE emission on the other hand is very
broad, with a bandwidth exceeding 10 THz and electric-field strength of about 300 kV/cm.

Probe 
pulse

Probe 
pulse

Fig. 1. Schematic of THz generation and detection setups. a) Quartz plates with different
thicknesses are used as the nonlinear media for electro-optic sampling (EOS) of intense THz
pulses. b) THz emission from the quartz plates is measured in EOS configuration, where the
nonlinear medium is a thin ZnTe crystal. λ/4: quarter wave-plate, WP: Wollaston prism,
PDs: two photodiodes for balance detection.

Figure 1(b) depicts the THz emission setup in which quartz plates are used as the active
medium. Here, 800 nm short laser pulses (Energy: 4 mJ, duration: 30 fs, 10 mm diameter) are
used to pump the quartz plates in a collinear geometry. In this scheme a ZnTe crystal (500 µm
thick) or GaP crystal (250 µm thick) are used for the EOS of the emitted THz pulses from the
quartz plates.

For EOS, temporally delayed probe pulses (Energy: 2 nJ, Wavelength: 800 nm, duration:
8 fs), derived from a seed laser oscillator (Venteon One), are mixed with THz pulses on
electro-optic media. The probe pulses are linearly polarized, parallel to the pump polarization,
before the sample and subsequently acquire ellipticity owing to the birefringence induced by
the co-propagating THz pulse. The ellipticity is detected with a combination of a quarter-wave
plate and a Wollaston prism which splits the incoming beam in two perpendicularly polarized
beams with power P1 and P2. The normalized difference (P1 − P2)/(P1 + P2) is twice the probe
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ellipticity and measured by two photodiodes as a function of temporal delay between THz pump
and optical probe pulse. The quartz plates with thicknesses 5 mm, 1 mm, 0.5 mm, 100 µm,
50 µm are all z-cut and acquired commercially. The thinnest 3 µm thick plate is prepared by
polishing the 50 µm thick quartz plate.

1. THz emission

Here we consider the THz emission from quartz crystals with different thicknesses. Figure 2
encompasses the major results. The top panel of Fig. 2(a) shows the emission from 5 mm thick
quartz. Two well separated THz emissions, delayed by ∼9.3 ps are resolved. The middle panel
shows the THz emission from 1 mm thick quartz, again with two separated pulses with 1.8 ps
time delay. Note also that the latter signal is measured with 500 µm thick ZnTe crystal, by which
only the low frequency part of THz pulse is resolved, hence its waveform is broader than the
other crystals. For the thinnest quartz plate, 3 µm thick, only one THz pulse can be discerned.
The Fourier spectra of the THz pulses from 5 mm thick quartz (pulse 1) and the emission from 3
µm thick quartz are given in Fig. 2(b). Notably the two spectra display the same profile, where
the sharp peak at ∼4 THz refers to the low-frequency IR-active phonon mode of quartz [47]. The
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Fig. 2. Quartz THz emission. a) THz emission from quartz plates with 5 mm, 1 mm and 3
µm thicknesses. For the thick plates, two time-separated pulses can be distinguished. For
the thinnest plate only one signal can be observed. Note that all signals have comparable
amplitudes. For comparison the THz emission of a 500 µm thick ZnTe crystal measured in
the same experimental setup as that of quartz is also given, the green signal. Note the ∼32
scaling factor of the ZnTe signal. b) The Fourier spectrum of the first THz pulse of the 5
mm thick quartz and that of the 3 µm thick quartz are fully comparable. The sharp peak at
∼4 THz corresponds to the oscillations in time-domain signals and matches the resonances
of the phonon modes of the quartz.
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fluence dependence of the observed THz signal from the thin quartz plate is given in the inset in
the lowest panel of Fig. 2(a) and shows linear dependence of the emitted THz with 800 nm pump
power.

We have also measured the azimuthal dependence of the THz emission from the quartz
plates with thicknesses 5 mm and 3 µm. The polar plots of the resulting signals are shown in
Fig. 3. All emitted signals show six maxima, the characteristic emission pattern of a system with
three-fold symmetry. However, there is a phase shift between the signals from the two radiations
observed from the thick plates. In case of the 5 mm and 1 mm thick quartz plates, the azimuthal
dependence of the first pulse and the second pulse have close to ∼10 degrees and ∼ 3 degrees
offset, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Azimuthal dependence of quartz in THz emission. The azimuthal angle (φ)
dependence of THz emission from quartz plates with thicknesses 5 mm, 1 mm and 3 µm are
shown. While for the thin plate only one signal with six maxima as function of φ is resolved,
for thick quartz plates the two delayed signals are phase shifted relative to each other.

2. Electro-optic sampling

In Fig. 4(a) we show the EOS response of quartz plates with different thicknesses, after pumping
the crystals with intense LN THz pulses. For the thickest crystal (5 mm thick) two distinct
responses separated by ∼9.2 ps can clearly be resolved. In this experiment, the quartz plate is
located such that the focus of the THz pulse is close to its center. Thereby, the probe pulse mixes
with the spatially broad THz pulse on the two endings of the quartz plate. In addition, the THz
pulse -generated via the pump pulse tilting technique in the lithium niobate crystal- suffers from
large aberrations [52] thus, its waveform is resolved broader than the one measured with thinner
crystals. For thinner crystals (1 mm and 0.5 mm) also the contribution of two signals can be
realized. For thinner crystals <100 µm only a single signal, resembling the waveform of the THz
electric field measured with 250 µm thick GaP is resolved, see the red line in the lowest panel of
Fig. 4(a). To avoid saturation of the EOS in GaP, 8 silicon plates, each 200 µm thick are placed
in the THz path. Also note that for the thin quartz plates, no reflective echo signals are observed.
Due to the large THz wavelength, the internal reflections in ultra-thin plates are all within the
main pulse of the THz.

Notably both in the THz emission and in the EOS signals of quartz, the delay of the two signals
for different crystal thicknesses cannot be explained by the internal reflection of the THz pulses
or the optical pump beam inside quartz. For instance, the echo signals of a THz pulse inside a 5
mm thick quartz should appear at ∼66 ps after the first pulse, much longer than the observed
∼9.3 ps delay of the observed signals in our experiment.

It is also important to express that there is a puzzling aspect of the EOS and THz emission
signals of quartz, namely the amplitude of the latter signals is seemingly and to a good extent
independent of the thickness of the quartz plates. In contrast, by increasing the effective thickness
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Fig. 4. THz detection with quartz plates. a) EOS signals of quartz plates with different
thicknesses. Below the thickness of ∼100 µm the shape and the amplitude of the signals stay
unchanged. For 5 mm and 1 mm thick crystals two signals separated, respectively, by ∼10
ps and ∼ 2ps are observed. The time delays between the two pulses can be explained by the
velocity mismatch between a THz pulse and a 800 nm pulse traversing the 5 mm and 1 mm
quartz plates, respectively. For the intermediate thickness of 500 µm the two signals are
merged. b) Azimuthal dependence of the EOS signal measured by the 50 µm thick quartz.
c) While the EOS signal amplitudes of quartz plates in panel a are all comparable, the signal
amplitude increases proportionally to the number quartz plates (each 50 µm thick) forming
a stack. d) Fluence dependence of the EOS with 3 µm quartz plate scales linearly with THz
electric field. The maximum electric field is 2 MV/cm. Note that the error bars are smaller
than the data points.
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of the crystals by stacking quartz plates, each 50 µm thick, the signal amplitude is accordingly
increased. Here before stacking, each plate is aligned independently for its maximum EOS
response with respect to its azimuthal angle. As displayed in Fig. 4(c), the amplitude of the
signals increases proportional to the number of quartz plates. We have also performed the
fluence dependence of the electro-optic sampling response of the 3 µm thick quartz. As shown in
Fig. 4(d), the EOS signal of quartz scales linearly with the THz electric field strength, expected
for a second-order nonlinear effect. The THz electric field strength is obtained via measuring the
THz power with a calibrated power meter and converting it to the THz electric field strength via
the proportionality of the power and the square of the THz electric field. The maximum THz
field strength is obtained via the knife-edge technique [33].

We measured the azimuthal dependence of the EOS response of quartz, see Fig. 4(b). Similar
to the azimuthal pattern of the quartz plates in the THz emission experiment, the resolved signals
show six maxima. The solid line is a fit to the experimental data points using cos 3φ as the fitting
equation, with φ serving as the azimuthal angle.

To obtain the spectral broadness of the EOS response of quartz, we have measured the EOS
signal of a thin quartz plate after pumping the crystals with intense THz pulses of the STE.
Figure 5(a) and 5(b) display the time-trace of the EOS response of quartz and the Fourier
spectrum of the measured waveform, respectively. For comparison we have measured the same
THz waveform using 10 µm thick ZnTe as the EO medium. Interestingly, the quartz response is
extended almost up to 8 THz, with two sharp peaks appearing at 4 THz and 8 THz, the phonon
modes of quartz [47]. The EOS response of thin quartz plates resembles its emission pattern, see
Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 5. Broadband THz detection. a) Time-domain EOS response of a quartz plate with
50 µm thickness pumped with the emission from a spintronic THz emitter (STE). The THz
field strength is about 300KV/cm b) Fourier spectrum of the wave in panel a (black line) is
compared to the STE emission measured with a 10 µm thick ZnTe crystal (red line). The
inset shows the EOS signal measured with quartz, which scales linearly with the THz pump
power.

3. Discussion

As mentioned above, the z-cut quartz has a broken centrosymmetry. The crystal has three-fold
rotational symmetry along its c-axis and two-fold symmetry around a-axis. It belongs to the
point group 32, Hermann-Mauguin notation [53]. For this symmetry group, crystals have two
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nonzero tensor elements of the effective second-order susceptibility, for quartz these are d14= 0.6
and d11=1.41 [54].

The type II phase matching for OR and EOS processes in this symmetry group follows a
second-order nonlinearity which depends on the internal phase-matching angle θ and azimuthal
angle, this yields deff = d11 cos θcos 3φ [55]. In our experiments, in which the THz wave and the
optical beam co-propagate along the c-axis of the quartz plates, the internal angle θ = 0, hence
the effective second-order susceptibility is reduced to

deff = d11 cos 3φ. (1)

This implies that the amplitude of the EOS and OR signals of quartz would appear with six
maxima with respect to azimuthal angle φ [56–59]. This agrees well with our experimental
results presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(b).

We also employ a simple analytical model to describe THz emission via OR and EOS signals
of quartz. For simplicity we ignore reflections at the crystal surfaces and losses due to the
absorption in optical and THz pulses, which are well justified for quartz at optical and THz
frequencies. In both OR and EOS processes the phase matching condition in collinear geometry
of difference frequency mixing is given by ∆K(Ω,ω) = K(ω − Ω) + K(Ω) − K(ω), where Ω and
ω are, respectively the THz and the optical frequencies. The latter mismatch can be approximated
as ∆K(Ω,ω) ≈ Ω

c [n(Ω) − ng(ω)], where c is the speed of light, n(Ω) is the refractive index of
the medium at THz frequency range, ng(ω) = n(ω) − δn(ω)

δω is the group refractive index of the
nonlinear medium at optical frequencies [59,60].

As the difference in the refractive indexes at optical THz frequencies of quartz is relatively
large, the effective phase matching length, namely its coherence length, lc = π/∆K, is short and
decreases monotonically by increasing THz frequency from lc ≈ 300 µm @1 THz to lc ≈ 50 µm
@5 THz.

For such system, as derived by Gallot and Grischkowsky, the phase factor in OR and EOS
processes for a crystal with thickness d is given by [59,60]

P(Ω) ∝ i(1 − e−i∆K(Ω,ω)d), (2)

Using Eq. (1), the time profile of the THz pulse can be calculated via the inverse Fourier
transform [54,61,62]

ETHz(t) ∝ F −1
[︃
Ω2 · P(Ω) · d · I(Ω)

∆K(Ω,ω)

]︃
, (3)

in which I(Ω)=I0(Ω)e− τ2Ω2
2 is the Fourier spectrum of the optical pulse, assumed to have Gaussian

temporal shape with bandwidth τ.
The detected THz electric field via EOS can also be calculated using the same phase factor in

Eq. (2). Here the resolved signal can be obtained via [63–65]

S(t) ∝ F −1
[︃
P(Ω)ETHz(Ω)

∆K(Ω,ω)

]︃
(4)

Using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we have calculated the emitted THz pulse and also the expected
signal in the EOS process of quartz with different thicknesses. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 6
the time-separated THz fields observed in thick quartz plates are captured in the calculated
signals as well. It is worth mentioning that the two well separated THz emission signals have
been observed previously for thick ZnTe, LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 crystals, too [66,67].

Note that the time delay between the observed signals in thick crystals, matches the time delay
between a THz pulse and an optical pulse traversing the width of the crystals. With higher
refractive index nTHz = 2.094 @1.5 THz, the THz pulse lags behind the optical pulse with
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Fig. 6. Optical rectification and Electro-optic sampling in quartz, modeling. The left panel
shows the modeled EOS signals of quartz for different thicknesses. The right panel shows
the modeled THz emission from quartz as in left panel. For details see text. The modeled
signals are shifted vertically for clarity.

refractive index nopt =1.5383 @800 nm. For instance, the time delay between the two THz pulses
generated at the two faces of 5 mm thick crystal will be ∼9.2 ps using the relation ∆τ = d c−1∆n,
where ∆n = nTHz − nopt is the difference between the refractive indexes of quartz at THz and
optical frequencies. As illustrated by J. van der Valk et al. the dual signals in thick crystals can
be explained by scrutinizing Eq. (2) [59]. The first term in Eq. (2) explains the THz generation
and EOS on the front and rear sides of the crystal with the effective bulk contribution given by
the coherent length of the OR and EOS processes in a crystal, with an additional phase shift due
to the phase mismatch in the generation and detection processes.

Although the observation of the two separated THz pulses in one crystal can be explained by
this simple model, the fairly constant amplitude of the OR and EOS signals and scaling of the
THz field amplitude with the number of stacked layers (Fig. 4(c)) remains still puzzling. This
is contrary to the expected signals from typical nonlinear media, in which the amplitude of the
resolved signals scales with the thickness of the nonlinear medium. A plausible explanation can
be the strong or even dominant contribution of quartz-air interface to the observed signals. Note
that the contribution of bulk to the second-order nonlinear response is typically larger than that of
the surface. However, as recently shown in a phase sensitive Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)
spectroscopy experiment the quartz has a relatively large surface response, comparable with the
contribution of its bulk to the SFG response [45]. As such, contribution from the surface may
compensate the lower bulk contribution into the resolved signals.

Unfortunately, extracting the surface contribution to the OR and EOS turned out to be
challenging. In an effort we modified the surface of the quartz by etching its surface to 10s
of nanometer. However, we observed no difference between the EOS signals from etched and
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non-etched quartz plates, most likely due to failing to turn the crystalline structure of quartz to an
amorphous surface by etching.

In conclusion, we have characterized the THz emission and coherent THz detection of intense
THz pulses in z-cut α-quartz plates. The emitted THz wave has a broad spectrum extended up
to ∼8 THz. The same spectral bandwidth is observed in the EOS response of thin α-quartz
plates. Due to the small effective second-order nonlinearity of quartz the waveform of intense
THz electric fields with strength as high as 2 MV/cm can be measured without saturation of the
EOS process in α-quartz. Moreover, because of the large bandgap of quartz, the THz generation
and detection can be realized using very wide frequency range of laser pulses from UV to IR.
Strikingly, we found that the amplitude of OR and EOS signals are seemingly independent of the
quartz thickness. This may strongly indicate a dominant contribution of the air-quartz interface
on the THz response of quartz.
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